Civilization Studies Program

CS 112: Contemporary Arab Identity

Dr Hayat El Eid Bualuan.

Fall 2018-2019

Reading Schedule

(See full information about the sources under “resources available to students).

Week 1: Introduction-(Lecture).


Test 1: date to be decided later.


Weeks 6-8: The Arab Family and the Challenge of change: Halim Barakat, Op cit pp. 97 to 118- The pages for each session will be assigned in class.

Test 2: date to be decided later.

Weeks 9 to 11- Religion in Society- Barakat, Op cit. pp. 119-314- The topics and the pages for each session will be assigned as needed in class.


**Conclusion:** The Arab World in the 21st century: Past, Present and future (Lecture)

**Week 15: Presentations**

**Resources available to students:**

A reading package will be placed at Antoine bookstore (AUB) with selected readings from the following sources, 1993.